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Reed organ society

More terms redirect here. For other uses, see Harmonium (disambiguation), Melodeon (disambiguation) and Melidium (musician). John Church and Co. organ pump organ pump is a type of free-reed organ that generates sound as air flows past a vibrating piece of thin metal into a frame. The piece of metal is called reeds. Specific types of
pump organs include reed organ, harmonium, and melodeon. More portable than pipe organs, free reed organs were widely used in smaller churches and in private homes in the 19th century, but their volume and tonal range were limited. They generally had one or sometimes two manuals, with pedal-plates being rare. The finer pump
organs had a wider range of tones, and the cabinets of those for churches and rich houses were often excellent pieces of furniture. Several million free reed shears and melodeons were made in the U.S. and Canada between 1850 and 1920, some of which were exported. [1] During this period Estey Organ and Mason &amp; Hamlin were
popular producers. History Christian Gottlieb Kratzenstein (1723–1795), professor of physiology in Copenhagen, was credited with the first free reed instrument made in the Western world, after winning the annual prize in 1780 from the Imperial Academy in St. Petersburg. [2] The design of the harmony incorporates free reeds and derives
from the previous royal. An instrument similar to the harmony was exhibited by Gabriel-Joseph Grenié (1756–1837) in 1810. He called it an expressive orgue (expressive organ) because his instrument was capable of a greater expression, as well as producing a crescendo and diminendo. Alexandre Debain improved Grenié's instrument
and gave it the name harmonium when he patented his version in 1840. [3] There was a simultaneous development of similar instruments. [4] A mechanic who worked in Alexandre's factory in Paris emigrated to the United States and devised the idea of a suction bellows, instead of the usual bellows that forced the air outwards through
the reeds. Starting in 1885, the Mason &amp; Hamlin, in Boston, made its instruments with suction bellows, and this method of construction soon replaced everyone else in America. [3] Beatty's salon organ, 1882 Harmoniums reached the peak of their popularity in the West in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. They were particularly
popular in small churches and chapels where a pipe organ would be too large or expensive; in the funeral scene of Mark Twain's Adventures of Tom Sawyer, the protagonist recounts that the church procured a melodeum (a coninflation, probably intended by Twain for the satirical [citation required] effect, of the names melodeon and
harmonium) for this occasion. Harmoniums generally less than pianos of similar size and are not easily damaged in transport, so they were also popular in all colonies in Europe during this period not only because it was easier to ship the instrument where it was necessary, but also because it was easier to transport on land in areas where
good quality roads and railways could have been non-existent. An additional attraction of harmony in tropical regions was that the instrument retained its tone regardless of heat and humidity, unlike the piano. This export market was profitable enough for producers to produce harmonies with chemical-impregnated cases to prevent
woodworms and other harmful organisms found in the tropics. [citation required] Modern portable armonium with 9 air-stopping buttons At the height of the Western popularity of instruments around 1900, a wide variety of harmony styles were produced. These ranged from simple models with simple cases and only four or five stops (if
any), to large instruments with ornate casings, to a dozen stops and other mechanisms, would be couplings. Expensive harmonies were often built to resemble pipe organs, with rows of false pipes attached to the top of the instrument. [citation required] A small number of harmonies were built with two manuals (keyboards). Some were
even built with pedal keyboards, which required the use of an assistant to run bellows or, for some of the later models, an electric pump. These larger instruments were intended mainly for home use, such as allowing organisations to practise on an instrument on the scale of a pipe organ, but without the physical size or volume of such an
instrument. For missionaries, a capian in the armed forces, a traveling evangelist, etc., reed organs that have folded into a container the size of a very large suitcase or a small trunk; they had a short keyboard and a few stops, but they were more than adequate for keeping singers anthem more or less on the ground. [citation required] The
invention of the electronic organ in the mid-1930s wrote the end of the success of harmony in the West, although its popularity as a household instrument has already declined in 1920 as musical tastes have changed. The Hammond organ could mimic the tonal quality and range of a pipe organ while maintaining the compact dimensions
and cost-effectiveness of the harmon, as well as reducing maintenance needs and allowing for a greater number of stops and other features. During this time, harmoniums reached high levels of mechanical complexity, not only through the application of tools with a higher tonal range, but also because of patent laws (especially in North
America). It was common for manufacturers to patent the mechanism of action used on their instruments, thus requiring any new develop their own version; {{cn}{ as the number of manufacturers increased, this led to some extremely complex matrix instruments of levers, cranks, rods and shafts, which made the replacement with an
electronic instrument even more The last mass producer of harmonies in North America was the company Estey, which ceased manufacturing in the mid-1950s; several Italian companies continued in 1970. As the existing stock of outdated instruments and spare parts became hard to find, more and more were either scrapped or sold. It
was not unusual for harmoniums to be upgraded by fitting electrical blowers, often very incomprehensible. [citation required] Most Western harmoniums today are in the hands of enthusiasts, although the instrument still remains popular in South Asia. [citation required] Modern electronic keyboards can emulate the sound of the pump
organ. Acoustic Two reeds from a reed organ The acoustic effects described below are the result of the free reed mechanism. Therefore, they are essentially identical for Western and Indian harmonies and for the reed organ. In 1875, Hermann von Helmholtz published his basic book, On the Sensations of Tone, in which he widely used
harmony to test various tuning systems:[5] Among musical instruments, harmony, due to its sustained uniform tone, the penetrating nature of its tone quality and its distinct combined tones, is particularly sensitive to the inaccuracies of intonation. And, as its vibrators also recognize a delicate and durable tuning, I found it particularly
suitable for experimenting on a more perfect tonal system. [6] Using two manuals and two differently adjusted stop sets, he was able to simultaneously compare Pythagoras with only and with equal temperament tunings and observe the degrees of inharmonie inherent in different temperaments. He divided the octave by 28 tones, so that
he could perform modulations of 12 minor keys and 17 major keys in just intonation, without entering into the hard dissonance that is present with the standard octave division in this tuning. [7] This arrangement was difficult to play. [8] Additional modified or new instruments have been used for experimental and educational purposes; in
particular, Bosanquet's generalized keyboard was built in 1873 for use with a scale of 53 tones. In practice, this harmonium was built with 84 keys for the convenience of fingering. Another famous reed organ that was evaluated was built by Poole. [9] Lord Rayleigh also used harmony to devise a method of indirect frequency measurement
with precision, using approximate lye-like intervals and their overtone beats. [10] The harmonium had the advantage of providing clear accents that allowed two listeners to reliably count the beats, one for each note. However, Rayleigh acknowledged that maintaining constant pressure in the bellows is difficult, and the fluctuation of the
terrain quite frequently as a result. 19th-century portable reed organ with a single reed rank In the generation of its tones, a reed organ is similar to an accordion or but not in its installation, as an accordion is held in both hands while a reed organ is usually positioned on the floor in a wooden housing (which could make misstabable for a
piano at first glimpse). Reed organs are operated either with pressure or with suction bellows. The pressure bellows allow for a wider range of volume changes, depending on whether the pedalling of the bellows is faster or slower. In North America and the United Kingdom, a reed organ with pressure bellows is called harmonium, while in
continental Europe, any reed organ is called harmony, whether it has pressure bellows or suction. As reed organs with pressure bellows were more difficult to produce and therefore more expensive, reed organs from North America and British and melodeons generally use suction bellows and operate on vacuum. The frequencies of reed
organs depend on the blowing pressure; the fundamental frequency decreases with average pressure compared to the low pressure, but increases again to high pressures with several hertz for measured bass notes. [11] Measurements of American reed organs showed a sinusoidal oscillation with sharp pressure transitions when reeds
bend above and below its frame. [12] Fundamentally in itself is almost the frequency of mechanical resonance of the reed. [13] The instrument's tones are fundamental harmonicrather rather than inharmonic,[14] although a weak inharmonic tone (6.27f) has also been reported. [15] The fundamental frequency comes from a transverse
mode, while the weaker transverse and torsion modes have also been measured. [16] Any torsion modes are aroused due to a slight asymmetry in the construction of the reed. During the attack, reeds have been shown to produce the strongest fundamentals, along with a second transverse or torsion mode, which are transient. [16]
Radiation patterns and coupling effects between the sound box and the reeds on the stamp appear to have not been studied to date. The unusual physics of reed vibrations has a direct effect on the game of harmony, because the control of its dynamics in the game is restricted and subtle. The free stuf of the harmonium is riveted from a
metal frame and is subjected to the flow of air, which is pumped from the bellows through the tank, pushing the reeds and bringing it to self-interesting oscillation and sound production in the direction of the airflow. [12] This special aerodynamics is non-linear in that the maximum displacement amplitude in which reeds can vibrate is limited
by fluctuations in the damping forces, so that the resulting sound pressure is quite constant. [14] In addition, there is a pumping pressure threshold, below which the vibration of the reed is minimal. [15] Within these two thresholds, there is an increase in and degradation over time of the amplitudins of the reed. [17] Repertory A Victorian-
era pumping organ A smaller variety of Pumping Organs A Mason &amp; &amp; Pump organ A pump organ Harmonium compositions are available by European and American classical music composers. It has also been used often in popular music of appalachians and the southern United States. [citation required] Harmoniums played a
significant role in the new growth of Nordic folk music, especially in Finland. In the late 1970s, a harmonium could be found in most schools where troops met, and it became natural for troops to include a harmonium in their configuration. A typical folk band at the time – especially in Western Finland – consisted of violin, double bass and
harmonium. There was a practical limitation that prevented him from playing harmonium and accordion in the same band: the harmonics were tuned to 438 Hz, while accordions were tuned to 442 Hz.[18] Some key players harmonicum in the new growth of northern folk were Timo Alakotila and Milla Viljamaa. In the Netherlands, the
introduction of harmony triggered a boom in homemade religious music. The sound quality of the orgs allowed the reformed families to sing psalms and hymns at home. A lot of new hymns were specifically composed for voice and harmonium, especially those of Johannes de Heer. [19] The Western classic The harmonium repertoire
includes many pieces originally written for the church organ, which can also be performed on a harmonium because they have a sufficiently small range and use fewer stops. For example, Bach's Fantasia in C major for the BWV 570 organ [20] is suitable for a four-octave harmonium. Other examples include: Alban Berg. Altenberg Lieder
William Bergsma. Dances from a New England album, 1856 for the orchestra. It includes pieces for melodeon (I-III movements) and harmonium (IV movement). William Bolcom. Songs of Innocence and of Experience for orchestra, choirs, and soloists, includes pieces for melodeon, harmonica, and harmonium. Anton Bruckner. Symphony
No.7, an arrangement for the chamber ensemble, prepared in 1921 by Arnold Schoenberg's students and associates for the Viennese Society for Private Musical Performances, was marked for two violins, viola, cello, bass, clarinet, horn, four-handed piano and harmonium. The company folded before the arrangement could be made, and
lasted without a premiere for more than 60 years. Frederic Clay. Ages Ago, an early work that has a harmonium part (the libretto by W. S. Gilbert). Claude Debussy. Prelude to the après-midi d'un fauna, a chamber ensemble by Arnold Schoenberg. Antonín Dvořák. Five Bagatelle for two violins, cello and harmony, Op. 47 (B.79). Edward
Elgar. Sospiri, Adagio for String Orchestra, Op. 70 (composed for harp or piano and harmonium or organ). Vesper Preludes. César Franck. The final collection of pieces popularly known as L'Organiste (1889–1890) was actually written for with some pieces with piano accompaniment. Alexandre Guilmant, author of several piano and
harmonium duos, including: Symphonie-Cantate Ariane (Op. 53) Pastoral A-Dur (Op. 26) Finale alla Schumann on a Languedocian Noël (Op. 83) Paul Hindemith. Hin und zurück (There and Back), an opera sketch that uses a harmonium for his stage music. Sigfrid Karg-Elet. Various works for solo harmonium. Kronos Quartet. Early
Music, an album that has several tracks with harmonium. Henri Letocart (1866–1945). 25 pieces for harmonium, Premier Cahier. Franz Liszt. Symphony zu Dantes Divina Commedia, Movement II: Purgatorio Gustav Mahler. Symphony No. Sonata for clarinet and harmonium (1929) (also adaptable to piano or violin) Martijn Padding. First
Harmonium Concert (2008) for Harmonium and Ensemble [21] Gioachino Rossini. Petite messe solennelle is marked for twelve voices, two pianos and harmonium. Camille Saint-Saëns. Barcarolle, Op. 108 is marked for piano, harmonium, violin and cello. Arnold Schoenberg Herzgewächse, Op. 20, for high soprano, celesta, harp and
harmonium. Weihnachtsmusik, for two violins, cello, harmony and piano. Franz Schreker. Richard Strauss Chamber Symphony. Ariadne auf Naxos a opera (libret by Hugo von Hofmannsthal) that uses a harmonium in orchestrating each of its versions. It requires a tool with many stops, which are specified in the score. Louis Virene. 24
Piices en style libre pour orgue or harmonium, Op. 31 (1913) Alexander Zemlinsky Six Maeterlinck Songs Lyric Symphony Artists Singer Mariana Sadovska using a hand-pumped organ, Cologne, Germany Krishna Das, American singer Kirtan, composer and recording artist Farrukh Fateh Ali Khan, Pakistani singer qawali, composer and
recording artist Mariana Sadovska, Ukrainian singer, songwriter and artist Radie Pet , singer and musician of popular music lankum Western Krishna Das singing a harmonium at Bhaktifest West , 2015 Harmoniums has been used in Western folk music since at least the 1960s. John Lennon performed a Mannborg harmonium[22] on the
Beatles' hit single We Can Work It Out, released in December 1965, and the band used the instrument on other songs recorded during the sessions for their album Rubber Soul. [23] They also used the instrument on the famous final chord of A Day in the Life, and on Mr. Kite's Benefit, both released on the 1967 album Sgt. Pepper's
Lonely Hearts Club Band. [24] The hit of Hello, Goodbye and Your Mother Should Know were written using a harmonium. [25] [26] Many other artists soon used the instrument in their music, including; Pink Floyd on the song Chapter 24 of their first album The Piper at the Gates of Dawn in 1967, Elton John on his 1973 album Don't Shoot
Me I'm Only the Piano Player, Blue Moves from 1976, 1978 album A Man and the 1995 album made in England. German German Nico was closely associated with harmonium, using it as the main instrument in the late 1960s and 1970s on albums such as The Marble Index, Desertshore and The End.... [27] Donovan used the harmonica
on his 1968 album, The Hurdy Gurdy Man, where he performed in droning accompaniment to the song Peregrine, and where he was also performed on his song Poor Cow by John Cameron. [28] More recently, Roger Hodgson of Supertramp used his harmony on many of the group's songs, including Two of Us from Crisis? What Crisis?,
Fool's Overture from Even in the Quiest Moments..., the title track of their 1979 album Breakfast in America and Lord Is It Mine. Hodgson also used a harmonium on The Garden from his 2000 solo album, Open the Door. [citation required] Greg Weeks and Tori Amos used both the instrument on their recordings and live shows. [citation
required] Singer Dave Vanian bought a harmonium for £49 and used it to compose Curtain Call, the 17-minute closing track from their 1980 double LP, The Black Album. In 1990, Depeche Mode used a harmonium on a version of their song Enjoy The Silence. [citation required] Divine Comedy used a harmon on Neptune's Daughter from
their 1994 album Promenade. Sara Bareilles used the harmonicum on the 2012 song Once Upon Another Time. [29] In the 1990s, Hindu and Sikh devotional music known as Kirtan, an Indian music from the 7th to the 8th centuries, appeared popular in the West. [30] [31] Harmonium is often interpreted as the main instrument by Kirtan
artists; in particular Jai Uttal, who was nominated for a Grammy Award for New Age Music in 2004,[30] Snatam Kaur and Krishna Das, who was nominated for a Grammy Award for New Age Music in 2012. [32] In the Indian subcontinent This section needs additional quotes for verification. Please help improve this article by adding quotes
to trusted sources. Non-exturse materials may be challenged and disposed of. (November 2016) (Learn and when to remove this template message) Ustad Farrukh Fateh Ali Khan was known as Harmonium Raj Sahib (King of Harmonium) to play with the legendary qawwal Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan. Harmonium is popular to date, and
harmony remains an important tool in many genres of Indian and Pakistani music. For example, it is a staple of Northern Indian vocal classical music and Sufi Muslim Qawwali concerts. It is commonly found in Indian homes. Although derived from projects developed in France, harmony was further developed in India in unique ways, such
as adding drone stops and a stair-changing mechanism. In Kolkata, the company's Dwarkanath Ghose modified the flute of imported harmony and developed the hand harmony, which later became an integral part of the Indian music scene. [33] Drijendranath Tagore Tagore credited with the fact that he used the instrument imported in
1860 in his private theater, but was probably a pedal pump instrument that was cumbersome or possibly some variations of the reed organ. It initially aroused curiosity, but gradually people began to sing it,[34] and Ghose took the initiative to modify it. [33] In response to the needs of the Indians, hand-held harmony was introduced. All
Indian musical instruments are played with the musician sitting on the floor or on a stage behind the instrument or holding him in his hands. At that time, Indian houses did not use tables and chairs. [33] Also, with Western music based harmonically, both of a player's hands were necessary to play the chords, thus attributing the bellows of
the feet was the best solution; Indian music, being melodic, only one hand was needed to sing the song, and the other hand was free for the bellows. Harmony was widely accepted in Indian music, especially in stage music Parsi and Marathi, at the end of the 19th century. However, in the early 20th century, in the context of nationalist
movements that tried to describe India as completely separate from the West, harmony was described as an unwanted alien. Technical concerns with harmonium included its inability to produce meend (slides between notes), which can be done in instruments would be Sitar and Sarod, and the fact that, once adjusted, it cannot be
adjusted in the performance course. The first prevents it from articulatethe subtle inflections (such as andolan, gentle oscillation) so crucial for many ragas; the latter prevents it from articulate the subtle differences in the national colour between a particular svara in two different ragas. For these reasons, it was banned from All India Radio
from 1940 to 1971; a ban still remains on harmonium solos. On the other hand, many of the qualities of harmony were very well suited to the recently reformed classical music of the early 20th century: it is easy for amateurs to learn; supports group singing and large vocal classes; it provides a standardized raga grammar template. is loud
enough to provide a drone in a concert hall. For these reasons, it has become the tool of choice to accompany most classical vocal genres in North India, with top vocalists (e.g. Bhimsen Joshi) routinely using harmonium accompaniment in their concerts. However, he is still despised by some connoisseurs of Indian music, who prefer
sarangi as an accompanying tool for khyal singing. A popular use is of Hindu and Sikh faiths, who use it to accompany their devotional songs (bhajan and kirtan), respectively. There is at least one harmonium in any gurdwara (Sikh Temple) in World. Harmony is commonly accompanied by the board, as well as a dholak. For Sikhs,
harmonium is known as vaja or baja. It is also called (literally, box) in parts of North India and Maharashtra. Harmonium plays an integral role in Qawwali music. Almost all Qawwals use harmonium as a unique musical accompaniment. It received international exposure as the Qawwali music genre was popularized by renowned Pakistani
musicians, including Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan. There is some discussion by Indian harmony makers producing Western-style reed organ reproductions for export trade. Dr. Vidyadhar Oke with 22-microtone harmonium Vidyadhar Oke has developed a 22 microtone harmony that can play 22 microtons as needed in Indian classical music. The
fundamental tone (Shadja) and the fifth (Pancham) are fixed, but the other ten notes have two microtones each, one larger and one smaller. The upper microtone is selected by extracting a button from under the key. In this way, the 22 shruti harmoniecan be adjusted for any special raga by simply removing the buttons whenever a larger
shruti is required. A craftsman repairs a harmony in his shop in Amritsar, India. Bhishmadev Vedi is said to have been the first to contemplate the improvement of harmony by enlarging it with a swarmandal (harp-like string box) attached to the top of the instrument. His disciple, Manohar Chimore, later implemented this concept, making
the instrument more responsive to key pressure, and called the instrument a samvadini — a name now widely accepted. [35] Bhishmadev Vedi is said to have been among the first to contemplate and design compositions specifically for harmony, stylized along the lines of tantakari—the interpretation of music on string instruments. These
compositions tend to have a lot of cut notes and high-speed passages, creating an effect similar to that of a string being plucked. In 1954, Jogesh Chandra Biswas changed the existing harmonies for the first time, so that it folds into a much thinner space for easier handling. Before that, if the tool was boxed, it used to need two people to
carry it, holding it from each side. This improvisation became a generic design in most harmonies since then and invented the term Folding Harmoniums. See also: The Shruti box, a keyless harmonium used only to produce drones to support other soloists. Types This section needs expansion. You can help by adding to it. (February
2015) In terms of maintenance and restoration views, pump organs are often classified into several types. [36] [37] Historical instruments cf. Positive organ (small pipe organ with bellows) cf. Portable organ (portable pipe organ with bellows) Regal without pipes (reed organ beat, without pipes after the 16th century) Accordion circa 1830
(invented c.1822/1829) Harmonium Harmoniums are free reed organs pressure system. Portable or foldable:[36] Physharmonica (invented in 1818) Portable or foldable:[36] foldable:[36] in 1855) Portable harmony: Indian harmony or Guide-chant [en] Flattop harmonium (1865) Chapel harmonium Two manuals with pedal[36] harmonium
(1938) Harmonic harmony: Ortotophonium [de] (1870s/1914) Suction organs (free-reeded organ vacuum system) Melonsode Rock me eon[39][40] or organ in the lap[36] (1825)[41][42] Portable Melodeon[37] or lyre-footed melodeon[36] (1867)[43] Piano-style Melodeon[36][37] (c.1867)[44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44]
[44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44][44 45] Flat peak reed organ:[36][37][46] melodeon or American reed organ Reed organ Reed folding organs[37] (19th century) Organ chapel[37]
Two manuals with thatched organ pedal[37] (pipe-top) Enharmonic reed organ (1868/18 71) by Joseph Alley Parlor organ[36][37] (1868/1871) by Joseph Alley Parlor organ[36][37] (1868/1871) by Joseph Alley Parlor with the top) Reed organ for piano case[36] Reed organ player[36] (disc type) Tools later ( electric blown /electronic
organs) Electric blown reed organ Electrical blown organ (1960s) Electrostatic reed organ -pickup (years 1930-60) cf. Electronic organ (1939–) References ^ Carpenter Organ Company (1899). Vermont Phoenix. 1899-09-01. p. 4. 2020-11-29. ^ Western Free Reed Instruments. Taken 2010-08-06. ^ a b Gilman, D.C.; Peck, H. T.; Colby,
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Prescott,Abraham (1789–1858). Organ: an encyclopedia. Encyclopedia of keyboard instruments. vol.3. Psychology Press. p. 441. ISBN 9780415941747. ^ Prescott, Abraham (1825), Rocking Melodeon, MET Accession Number: 89.4.1194, Maker: Abraham Prescott (American, Deerfield, New Hampshire 1789–1858 Concord, New
Hampshire) ^ Laurence Libin (summer 1989). Keyboard Tools (PDF). Metropolitan Museum of Art Bulletin. 47 (1): 52. (available as PDF) ^ Taylor &amp; Farley (1867), Melodeon, MET Accession number: 45.54 ^ New Haven Melodeon (1865). AntiquePianoShop.com. This is a beautiful melodeon built by the New Haven Melodeon
Company circa 1865. These tools are small reed organs that are operated by pumping the right big iron pedal... The left pedal is volume control and operates a swell shutter. In the mid-19th century, these little melodeons were often the only form of musical entertainment in Rural America. This style of melodeon is known as Portable
Melodeon and its legs are designed to fold up under the tool for easy transport. ... View images: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. ^ New Haven Melodeon Company. AntiquePianoShop.com. The New Haven Melodeon Company was organized on April 10, 1867 in New Haven, CT. John L. Treat of Treat &amp; Linsley was listed as superintendent of the
firm. The company built several organ and melodeon models and enjoyed great success. By 1872 the company is listed has operating capital worth $40,000. By the late 1870s, the popularity of the melodeon began to be in favor of the salon organ. The firm reorganized as The New Haven Organ Company from 1881 to 1883, and there is
no mention of the firm after 1883. ^ Olthof Collection - Exposed in 1981. harmoniumnet.nl. Flat stuf by George Woods &amp; Co. This firm is known for its high quality melodeons (early type of reed organs, in fact, the suction variety of physharmonic) External links Wikimedia Commons has media related to pump organs. Reed Organ
Society The Reed Organ The home page of John K. Estell, Ohio Northern University Top Harmonium Makers Taken from 2 Figure 1: 53-EDO on the tuning continuum of syntonic temperament at 701.89, from (Milne et al. 2007). [1] In music, 53 equal temperament, called 53 TET, 53 EDO, or 53 ET, is the temperate scale derived by
dividing the octave into 53 equal steps (equal frequency ratios). Play (help•info) Each step represents a frequency ratio of 2 1/53 or 22.6415-clinks (Play (help•info)), a range sometimes called a Holdrian comma. 53-EDO is an equal temperament tuning in which the fifth perfect temperate is 701.89 cent wide, as shown in Figure 1. Tuning
53-EDO equates to unison, or tempers, intervals 32805/32768, known as schism, and 15625/15552, known as kleisma. These are both 5 limit ranges, involving only prime2, 3 and 5 in their factoring, and the fact that 53 ET tempers both completely characterizes as a limit temperament 5: it is the only regular tempering temperament in
both of these intervals, or commas, a fact that seems to have been recognized first by Japanese music theorist Shohé Tanaka. Because it tempers these out, 53-EDO can be used for both schismatic temperament, tempering schism, and Hanson's temperament (also called kleismic), tempering kleisma. The range of 7/4 is 4.8 cent in 53-
HDO, and its use for 7-limit harmony means that septimal kleism, the range 225/224, is also temperate. History and use of theoretical interest in this division goes back to antiquity. Jing Fang (78–37 î.Hr.), a Chinese theorist, observed that a series of 53 fifths ([3/2]53) is almost equal to 31 octaves (231). He calculated this difference with
six digits of accuracy as 177147/176776. [2] [necessary verification] Later, the same observation was made by the mathematician and music theorist Nicholas Mercator (c. 1620–1687), which calculated this value exactly as (353)(284) = 19383245667680019896796723/1934281313834066795298816,[necessary check] which is known as
Mercator's comma. [3] Mercator's comma has such a small value to begin with (≈ 3,615 cents), but 53 equal temperaments are flattened each fifth by only 1/53 of that comma (≈ 0.0682 cents ≈ synconal comma of 1/315 ≈ pitagorean comma). Thus, 53 tone equal temperament is for all purposes equivalent to an extended Litagorean tuning.
After Mercator, William Holder published a treaty in 1694 that that 53 equal temperament also very closely approximates only the major third (to within 1.4 cent), and therefore 53 equal temperament accommodates the ranges of 5 limit only intonation very well. [4] [5] This property of 53-DRE may have been known earlier; Isaac Newton's
unpublished manuscripts suggest that he was aware of it as early as 1664-1665. [6] Music In the 19th century, people began to develop instruments in 53-EDO, with the aim of being used in music playback for nearly 5-limit. Such instruments were designed by RHM Bosanquet[7] and American tuner James Paul White. [8] Subsequently,
temperament was occasionally used by composers in the west and was also used in Turkish music; Turkish composer Erol Sayan used it, following its theoretical use by Turkish music theorist Kemal Ilerici. Arabic music, which for the most part bases its theory on quartetones, has also made a certain use of it; The Syrian violinist and
music theorist Twfiq Al-Sabagh proposed that instead of an equal division of the octave into 24 parts, a scale of 24 notes in 53-HRE should be used as the main scale for Arabic music[required citation]. Croatian composer Josip Štolcer-Slavenski wrote a piece, which was never published, which uses Bosanquet's Enharmonium during his
first movement, entitled Music for the Nature-Ton System. [10] [11] Furthermore, General Thompson worked in the league with London guitar producer Louis Panormo to produce the Enharmonic Guitar (see: James Westbrook,'General Thompson's Enharmonic Guitar', Soundboard: XXXVIII: 4, pp. 45–52). The notation used in Ottoman
classical music, where the tone is divided into 9 commas Trying to use standard notation, seven letter notes plus sharp objects or apartments, can quickly become confusing. This is unlike the case with 19-EDO and 31-EDO where there is little ambiguity. By not being meantone, it adds some problems that require more attention.
Specifically, the major third is different from a diton, two tones, each of which is two-fifths minus one octave. Also, the minor third is different from a semiditone. The fact that the sintonic comma is not tempered means that the notes and intervals must be defined more precisely. Ottoman classical music uses an apartment notation and
sharp for the 9-point tone. In this article, diatonic notation will be used creating the following chromatic scale, where sharp and apartments are not enharmonic, only E and B are enharmonic with F and C. For other notes, sharp triple and quadruple objects and apartments are not enharmonic. C, C♯, C, C♯, C, D, D, D, D♭, D, D♯, D, D♯, D,
E, E, E♭ E, E♯, E/F, F♭, F, F♯, F♯, F♯, G, G, G, G, G, G, G, G, G, G, G, G♯, G, G♯, G, A, A♭, A, A, A♯, A, A♯, A, B, B, B♭, B, B♯, B/C, C♭, C Chords of 53 equal temperament From 53-EDO is a Pitagorean, Pitagorean system, almost pure fifths, major and minor triads cannot be written in the same way as in a tuning meantone. By contrast,
major triads are agreements like C-F♭-G, where the third largest is a fourth diminished; this is the defining characteristic of schismatic temperament. Also, minor triads are agreements like C-D♯-G. In 53-EDO, the seventh dominant chord would be written C-F♭-G-B♭, but the otonal tetrada is C-F♭-G-C, and C-F♭-G-A♯ is still a seventh chord.
Utanal tetrada, the reversal of the otonal tetrade, is written C-D♯-G-G. Other septimal chords are the diminished triad, having the two forms C-D♯-G♭ and C-F-G♭, the subminor triad, C-F-G, the supermajor C-D-G triad and the corresponding C-F-G-B and C-D-G-A♯. Since 53-EDO tempers septimal kleisma, septimal kleisma has increased
the C-F♭-B triad in its various inversions is also a chord of the system. So did the Orwell tetrada, C-F♭-D-G in its various inversions. Since 53-HDO is compatible with both schismatic and sintonic temperament, it can be used as a tuning pivot in a temperamental modulation (a musical effect activated by dynamic tonality). The size of the
range Since a distance of 31 steps in this scale is almost exactly equal to a perfect fifth, in theory this scale can be considered a slightly tempered form of pythagoras tuning, which has been extended to 53 tons. As such, the available ranges may have the same properties as any Pythagorean tuning, would be the five that are (basically)
pure, major thirds, which are wide from just (about 81/64 as opposed to 5/4 purer, and minor thirds that are inversely narrow ( 32/27 vs. 6/5). However, 53-EDO contains additional intervals that are very close to intonation only. For example, the 17-step interval is also a major third, but only 1.4 cent narrower than the very pure range only
5/4. 53-EDO is very good as an approximation to any range in 5 limit only intonation. Matches with fair intervals involving the 7th harmonic a lot are slightly closer, but all these intervals are still matched with the greatest deviation being the 7/5 triton. The 11th harmonic and the intervals involving it are less close, after it is illustrated with the
non-diimal neutral seconds and thirds in the table below. Size (steps) Size (cens) Range name Justratio Just (cens) Error (cens) Limit 53 1200.00 perfect octave 2:1 1200.00 0 2 48 1086.79 classic major seventh 15:8 108 8.27 −1.48 5 45 1018.87 only minor seventh 9:5 1017.60 +1.27 5 44 996.23 Pythagoras minor seventh 16:9 99 6.0 9
+0.14 3 43 973.59 harmonic 7:4 968.83 +4.76 7 39 883.02 large sixth 5:3 884.36 −1.36 −1.36 34 5 36 815.09 sixth minor 8:5 813.69 +1.40 5 31 701.89 perfect fifth 3:2 701.96 −0.07 3 27 611.32 Augmented Pythagoras of 729:512 611.73 −0.41 3 26 588.68 diatonic triton 590.22 −1.54 5 26 588.68 septimal triton 7:5 582.51 +6.17 7 25
566.04 Classic triton 25:18 568.72 −2.68 5 24 543.40 non-premimal triton 11:8 551.32 −7.92 11 24 543.40 double diminished fifth 512:375 539.10 +4.30 5 24 543.4 0 unimăginated fourth 15:11 536.95 +6.45 11 23 520.76 acute fourth 27:20 519.55 +1.21 5 22 498.11 perfect fourth 4:3 498.04 +0.07 3 21 475.47 fourth tomb 320:243 476.54
−1.07 5 21 475.47 narrow septimal fourth 21:16 470.78 + 4.69 7 20 452.83 Classic Augmented Third 125:96 456.99 −4.16 5 20 452.83 Tridecimal Augmented Third 13:10 454.21 −1.38 13 19 430.19 major septimal third 9:7 435.08 −4.90 7 19 430.19 classic diminished fourth 32:25 427.37 +2.82 5 18 407.54 Diton Pitagorean 81:64 407.82
−0.28 3 17 384.91 only the third major 5:4 386.31 −1.40 5 16 362.26 major third 100:81 364.80 −2.54 5 16 362.26 third neutral , tridecimal 16:13 359.47 +2.79 13 15 339.62 third neutral, non-necimal 11:9 347.41 −7.79 11 15 339.62 acute minor third 243:200 337.15 +2.47 5 14 316.98 only minor of the third 6:5 315.64 +1.34 5 13 294.34
Semidtone Pythagoras 32:27 294.13 +0.21 3 12 271. 70 classic augmented second 75:64 274.58 −2.88 5 12 271.70 second septimal 7:6 266.87 +4.83 7 11 2 49.06 Classic diminished third 144:125 244.97 +4.09 5 10 226.41 septimal whole tone 8:7 231.17 −4.76 7 10 226.41 diminished third 256:225 223.46 +2.95 5 9 203.77 whole tone,
major tone 9:8 203.91 −0.14 3 8 181.13 whole tone, minor tone 10:9 182.40 −1.27 5 7 158.49 second neutral, greater undecimal 11:10 165.00 −6.51 11 7 158.49 whole tombstone 800:729 160.90 −2.41 5 7 158.49 second neutral, lower decimal 12:11 1 50.064 +7.85 11 6 135.85 major diatonic semitone 27:25 133.24 +2.61 5 113.21
Semiton major Pythagoras 2187:2048 113.69 −0 ,48 3 5 113.21 only diatonic semitone 16:15 111.73 +1.48 5 4 90.57 major limma 135:128 92.18 −1.61 5 4 90.57 Pythagoras minor semiton 256:18 243 90.22 +0.34 3 3 67.92 only chromatic semitone 25:2 4 70.67 −2.75 5 2 2 2 45.28 diesis only 128:125 41.06 +4.22 5 1 22.64 sintonic
comma 8 1:80 21.51 +1.14 5 0 0.00 in perfect unison 1:1 0.00 0.00 1 Chart scale The following are 21 of the 53 notes in the chromatic scale. The rest can be easily added. Interval (steps) 3 2 4 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 1 4 3 2 2 3 2 2 1 2 Interval (cens) 68 45 91 68 45 45 23 45 91 23 91 68 45 91 68 45 68 6 8 45 23 45 Name note C C♯ D DE♯♯ E♭♯
F F F G G G♯ A♭♯ A♯ B B♭ B♯ C Note (cens) 0 68 113 204 272 317 385 430 453 498 589 611 702 770 815 883 974 1018 1087 1132 1155 1200 Note (steps) 0 0 3 5 9 12 14 17 19 20 22 26 27 31 34 36 39 43 45 48 50 51 53 References ^ Milne, A., Sethares, States, n.a. and Plamondon, J., Isomorphic Controllers and Dynamic Tuning:
Invariant Fingers Across a Tuning Continuum, Computer Music Journal, Winter 2007 , Vol. 31, No. 4, Pages 15-32. ^ McClain, Ernest and Ming Shui Hung. Tunings in Late Antiquity, Ethnomusicology Vol. 23 No. 2, 1979. pp. 205–224. ^ Monzo, Joe (2005). Mercator's comma, Tonalsoft. ^ Holder, William, Treaton the Natural Grounds and
Principles of Harmony, facsimile of the 1694 London edition, Broude Brothers, 1967 ^ Stanley, Jerome, William Holder and His Position in Seventeen-Century Philosophy and Music Theory, The Edwin Mellen Press, 2002 ^ Barbieri, Patrizio. Enharmonic instruments and music, 1470-1900 Archived 2009-02-15 at Wayback Machine. (2008)
Latina, Il Levante Libreria Editrice, p. 350. ^ Helmholtz, L. F., and Ellis, Alexander, On the Sensations of Tone, second edition in English, Dover Publications, 1954. pp.328–329. ^ Helmholtz, L. F., and Ellis, Alexander, On the Sensations of Tone, second edition in English, Dover Publications, 1954. p.329. ^ Facsimile of J. Slavenski's
preface 53EDO. ^ Facsimile of the title page of the song 53EDO by J. Slavenski. ^ MIDI modeled the sounding of the song 53EDO by J. Slavenski. External Whisper Song Links in 53 EDO by Prent Rodgers, Bumper Music Podcast. PDF file: Larry Hanson. Develop an EDO 53 keyboard layout, Anaphoria.com. Algebra of tonal functions,
Sonanthometry. Tonal Functions as 53EDO degrees. Barbieri, Patrizio. Enharmonic instruments and music, 1470–1900. (2008) Latina, Il Levante Libreria Editrice Fractal Microtonal Music by Jim Kukula. Taken from
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